
Do you consider yourself as satisfied, well-being, and a prosperous person? Or do you see that 
you’re a toy in the hands of destiny, pushed about by events you can’t dominate? 
 
If you feel unsatisfied and without a goal, this summary is just the right one to read. It illustrates 
a theory titled Greatest Principle, the suggestion that everything that sickens you comes from a 
kind of within issue - also if your recent obstacles are with outer issues such as physical or 
financial hardships, or an offensive separation. And that’s good news: eventually, it’s totally in 
your hands to dominate your insider condition. 
 
This summary shows the way to gain this dominance. You’ll see how to relieve any discomfort 
or panic by restabilizing the energy in your system, in addition to how to put aims that can reveal 
to your satisfaction. In copying this tip, you may well see yourself in a healthier status in a short 
time like 40 days. 
 

Chapter 1 - Your final target should be built on an insider power, 
not an outer one. 
 
What do you seek further than ever in your life? Have a minute and consider it again till you 
settle on that singular matter that you strive for utmost.  
 
Having this opportunity to think of it, it’s possible that you found out the solution. Yet, is it the 
proper one? 
 
Alright, here’s a simple path to figuring out whether it’s the false solution since targets based on 
matters such as fortune, accomplishment, or well-being - even called as outer conditions - are 
all the time the wrong option. Though, almost 100 percent of solutions others provided for the 
same question are built on outer conditions. 
 
Yet, what’s the big deal in wishing for wealth, earn an Olympic medal, or have a perfect 
appearance? Definitely no big deal! Unless, in your heart, not even one of that reveals the 
reason behind you starting your day, or what’ll sustain your stimulation the next day. This 
means that targets built on outer conditions don’t fill all that you achieve. 
 
Rather, others decide on like these targets for they think myths, as the concept that money will 
guarantee them satisfaction. Nevertheless, while things such as physical fortune might provide 
you with pleasure a few times, being rich doesn’t fulfill your satisfaction, peace, and adoring life. 
 
This is the reason for solid targets for accomplishment are built on achieving a certain inner 
condition, as being relaxed or in love. Such a target will turn to be involved in all that you do 
and, once you wake up, it will be the result of your target. 



 
Actually, though you might not know it, this is a target you’ve set before for yourself; it’s the 
cause for you to brush your teeth, to eat, to work, and to entertain yourself with friends. Clearly 
said, it fulfills all the approaches of your world. 
 
Thus, in case you previously have a rooted target triggering you, then what is the reason it’s 
difficult to determine what you’re striving for? To know the answer, you’ll have to go back in time 
to your adolescence. 
 

Chapter 2 - Running after all that you desire won’t get you true 
satisfaction. 
 
Assume it’s a hot August day. You’re five years old and wish for ice cream. How do you express 
your wish? 
 
In most scenarios, children act in a triple-phase plan and, if it failed, they proceed to willpower to 
have whatever they desire. The plan explains as in the following: 
 
The kid wishes a thing, in this example, ice cream. The kid thinks of a strategy to have it, for 
example by telling his parent. And lastly, the kid proceeds with the strategy by marching toward 
his parent to ask for it.  
 
Yet, if a kid doesn’t take what he desires, he flips phase number two to use his willpower, 
insistingly asking for ice cream till the moment he takes it. When his parent doesn’t agree with 
his demand, he might beg, bargain, and also suggest to clean his room in return for his desire. 
 
This plan is an outcome of our pain/pleasure system, which says that kids just desire ice cream 
from the beginning for they insidely looking for pleasurable things and avert painful ones. Due to 
his eagerness for pleasure, the kid shapes and implements strategies to have pleasurable 
things; the triple-phase plan is created. 
 
Nonetheless, at the time this might do quite well for children, putting this conceptual plan as 
grown-ups block us from getting to real satisfaction. Suppose you’re a married lady who faces 
an extremely elegant guy at a pub. You wish nothing but to have a one-night in his company. 
The issue is, at the time when you could think of a way to take him into bed, proceed with it and 
take it all, fulfilling your wish will only make you happy at that moment only and a complete huge 
problem afterwise. 
 



As if that’s not enough, yet, in case your natural reaction is to run after any possible joyful 
adventure, you’ll see a different outer goal every time to strive for and won’t live the satisfaction 
that remains screaming inside you.  
 
Then, in such a case, your insider kid can stop you from turning into real satisfied. Following 
this, you’ll know how painful adventures, as well, can influence the way to your final target. 
 

Chapter 3 - Our cells save each adventure we have and painful 
souvenirs can bodily hurt them. 
 
Plenty of people have rigid backs and encounter chest pains, yet, would you ever have thought 
that the cause of such sicknesses is there in your cellular memory? 
 
It’s correct. Your brain isn’t the singular organ where memories are saved; the cells throughout 
your system save events and if they’re painful, the cells can turn to be in bad shape. 
 
This result was revealed in a 2004 research done at the Southwestern University Medical 
Center in Texas. In this study, among others, experts discovered that events can surely 
reprogram human cells by shifting chemical markers, tags that are assigned to DNAs, and order 
the cells which DNAs to take. 
 
Moreover, the academic staff found that both physical diseases such as cancer and mental 
ones such as depression can be the outcome of negative cellular memories. This achievement 
can also show the reason that quite a number of organ recipients demonstrate new personal 
features right after they got organ transplant operation from a donor. 
 
Cells sound to “remember” what we live as pleasurable and hold this kind of data when moved 
to someone else’s body. For example, in 1988, Claire Sylvia had transplants for a heart and 
lung at the Yale-New Haven Hospital. Sylvia, who is a dancer and choreographer had been 
thinking thoroughly of having a nutritious eating system - yet, surprisingly all she wished for was 
to have Kentucky Fried Chicken. 
 
She started favoring the colors blue and green as well with a reddish hue, which she used to 
love. After some digging, Sylvia discovered that her organ donor had these features and wishes. 
Her event, compared to many more of those who are organ recipients, is the outcome of cellular 
memory. 
 
We realize at the moment that your cells don’t skip the painful things of your early times. Yet, 
what can be done about that? Actually, there’s an easy way to fix those injuries, and you’ll know 
all of them in the coming section. 



 

Chapter 4 - Recover your energy to perform against pain and 
suffering. 
 
Have you ever known energy medicine? It is, besides other treatments, an effectual 
methodology to treat physical symptoms and mental problems by focusing on the energy in 
different segments of the body.  
 
Does it look like deception? Truly, not at all. 
 
Your body is composed of energy and, in case part of it turns negative, it requires replacement. 
If you refuse this concept, just consider Albert Einstein. In 1905, he found out that every single 
living and nonliving on earth is energy, human body cells are included. 
 
At the time this energy is good, the body is well. Nevertheless, if you experience a positive 
steam shortage or negative steam interference, you’ll experience and be in pain. Luckily, you 
can recover, or deprogram your system from these troubles by implanting your body’s cells with 
good steam through the Energy Medicine Tool. 
 
First, you have to specify what’s making you troubled. Perhaps you’re worried about a job 
presentation, have oppression, or suffering a tenacious pain in the head. 
 
At the moment you know what the problem is, calm down, close your eyes and say a brief 
prayer that reveals your wish to be released from this matter or pain. For example, you might 
utter: “I wish that whatever is making me depressed will heal so I can be a better partner to my 
husband”. 
 
Then, consider the heart location by putting your hands, one on the top of the other, on the 
location of your heart. When you do that, perform a tiny round moves, switch directions every 10 
to 15 seconds. Keep on this act for a few minutes. 
 
When you’ve performed that, do the forehead situation by putting your hands, one above the 
other, right above your eyebrows. Once more, perform a tiny round moves for a maximum of 
three minutes with a switch in direction every ten to fifteen seconds. 
 
Lastly, perform the crown position by putting your hands on your head and do the exact round 
moves. When repeating these three positions two times every day, you will notice depreciating 
signs. 
 



Chapter 5 - While what you want must comply with your ultimate 
target, they’re two different things. 
 
Sometimes going on merely with your life can be as navigating a compact forest. How can you 
know if you’re in the correct direction to get to your final target toward success? 
 
First, you have to realize what you want is going to be; eventually, to get your final target, your 
wishes have to comply with it. Easily said, if your wish doesn’t cop with your target, you’re in a 
false way. 
 
For example, suppose your final target is inner peace. If you wish, among other things, to earn 
an academic degree, and achieving this would cause more pressure on you, then trying it would 
block you from accomplishing your final target. 
 
Put it differently, success targets are never built on outer circumstances. Instead, they’re always 
associated with matters you can accomplish right now. Actually, a piece if the definition of a 
successful target is that achieving it is totally in your hand. And, for you to dominate your 
targets, they should have features that wishes don’t have all the time. 
 
Let’s see how both concepts are not the same: 
 
When wishes can be constructed on outer factors, success targets should be associated with an 
insider condition. In the end, you’re never in complete dominance of outer situations and, 
therefore, final success targets are an insider condition, such as being in love, truth, or 
happiness. 
 
One more variation is that what you wish for is all the time yet to come. For example, you might 
want to spend a holiday on an isolated coast but you still now right here. 
 
On the other side, your final success target is what you can achieve at the moment. Said 
differently, when you got no power over whether you are satisfied after a couple of years from 
now, it’s totally in your hand to feel satisfied at this minute. 
 
Thus, just leave the outer wishes that you can’t dominate and start to achieve your target right 
away, in the current time. 
 



Chapter 6 - Dominate your anxieties systematically and create 
your confidence by evaluating them and using the Energy 
Medicine process. 
 
Assume that your wish is to have your own firm, yet, you’ve no idea how to achieve that. When 
you encounter such an issue, bad thoughts might rush to your mind, driving you to think that you 
lack time, will never get to afford it, and they are very much out of reach to be true. It might also 
occur to you that failing this will expose you as a fool, and be deadened by that idea. 
 
Then, what is the way to defeat such doubts? 
 
Start by listing them and assess them from zero to ten, zero will be the matter that you have the 
minimum doubt about while ten will be the highest anxious matter. Thus, if you’re truly 
concerned about the fund, you might assign seven to it, while time, which is your lesser 
concern, might have a three. By listing your doubts like that, you’ll notice the tiny developments 
that happen time by time. 
 
After that, write down your wishes and rate how sure you are in your capacity to accomplish 
them. In such an example, a zero means that no degree of assurance and a ten is complete 
confidence. 
 
After you’ve your concerns and wishes written down, you can handle your anxieties 
contemporary with raising your confidence. An excellent methodology to perform this is using 
the Energy Medicine process mentioned before. 
 
Performing the Energy Medicine process at the time bad ideas attack your head will let your 
unconscious to continuously eliminate the anxiety, preparing it smoothly to be exchanged for 
senses lie love and peace. To accomplish this goal, you might need to utilize the process many 
times - yet, if you insist on it, your concerns will disappear. 
 
Thus, assure that you keep on it till your bad ideas are gone for good; meaning until you assess 
them as zeros on the ten-point measurement. likewise, you must apply the Energy Medicine 
process, or a different deprogramming process, to ideas about a certain wish till you have your 
confidence in accomplishing it rated seven or above. 
 



Chapter 7 - By watching your behaviors for a few weeks, you can 
file your concerns in history and build a practice of confident 
mentality. 
 
After you’ve performed the prominent and hard work required to remove your bad ideas and 
produce your good ones, you’ll wish for being certain that all this potential won’t fade away. 
 
Yet, in what way? 
 
In redoing the same processes you just read, assessing both your concerns and good thoughts 
daily, for 40 days. Observing this term of days of inner concentration through is fundamental to 
block bad thinking from hitting back again - or good thinking from fading away. 
 
In case, in the time of the process, you feel anxious about a drop in good thinking or an 
increment in bad thinking, move backward and redo your deprogramming process, such as the 
Energy Medicine process, till your assessment goes back to good scales. 
 
Throughout sustaining this habit for 40 days you’ll most possibly end up as worry-free and 
confident. And, in case this doesn’t happen, don’t exert it. It only reveals that it needs some 
extra rounds. 
 
Thus, if you encountered difficulties during your 40-day drive, don’t feel like you have to go to 
square one. Rather, just “freeze” time; meaning, hold on counting the days till your degrees of 
anxiety and confidence return on track.  
 
When the 40-days are over, or at any time you feel your confidence is recovered, you’ll be 
strong enough to start up every morning not only worry-free but also with strong thinking that 
you’ll get to your success target. When you’ve reached it this extend, bad ideas will just crawl 
back for the unsuccess in performing a total deprogramming for yourself. In case this came to 
you, just make one more round of 40 days and continue to redo the process till your thinking 
remains positive. 
 
It’s simple to commit to this at the time you recall that you’re on a trip, the bonus of which is no 
more than endless love, peace, and joy! 
 



Beyond Willpower: The Secret Principle to Achieving Success in 
Life, Love, and Happiness by Alexander Loyd Book Review 
 
Achieving wishes outer to yourself will never really make you happy, yet, achieving your final 
success target will. To perform this, you have to just concentrate on what’s actually prominent: 
love, peace, and happiness. 
 
Show your final success target with small assistance from a genie. 
 
It’s simple to decide on a target that’s all false. Eventually, while turning into a millionaire looks 
quite well, the majority of people realize that outer targets, such as being super-rich, won’t 
guarantee them satisfaction for a long time. To discover your final success target, try this easy 
trick: 
 
Don’t think of anything and just picture a genie, the same one from the tale of Aladdin, with his 
magic lamp and in front of you to achieve your only one desirable wish. The only trick is that you 
have only ten seconds to choose your wish before he vanishes for good. Urging yourself to 
make up your mind in only a few seconds will center your brain on what’s most prominent to you 
at this moment. 
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